Name ambiguity in the context of bibliographic citation records is a hard problem that affects the quality of services and content in digital libraries and similar systems. This problem occurs when an author publishes works under distinct names or distinct authors publish works under similar names. The challenges of dealing with author name ambiguity have led to a myriad of name disambiguation methods. In this tutorial, we characterize such methods by means of a proposed taxonomy, present an overview of some of the most representative ones and discuss open challenges.
INTRODUCTION
Name ambiguity in the context of bibliographic citation records is a hard problem that affects the quality of services and content in digital libraries (DLs) and similar systems. This problem occurs when an author publishes works under distinct names or distinct authors publish works under similar names. The author name ambiguity challenges have led to a myriad of disambiguation methods.
This tutorial is divided in two parts. The first part is based on our survey, entitled "A Brief Survey of Automatic Methods for Author Name Disambiguation", which was published in SIGMOD Record in June 2012 [7] . In this introductory part, we contextualize the problem, present a formal definition for it and propose a general taxonomy for characterizing the automatic author name disambiguation Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage, and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s methods proposed in the literature. Then, we briefly describe some of these methods according to our taxonomy and discuss open research challenges. In the second part, we address some of our solutions for the problem. First, we present HHC -Heuristic-based Hierarchical Clustering [3] . HHC disambiguates a set of citation records by successively fusing clusters of citation records with similar author names based on a real-world heuristic applied to their citation attributes. Then, we present SAND -Self-training Associative Name Disambiguator [9, 8] . SAND is a three-step selftraining method for author name disambiguation that requires no manual labeling and no parameterization (in real world scenarios). Finally, we present INDi -Incremental unsupervised Name Disambiguation [2] . INDi is an unsupervised incremental method that aims to disambiguate only the new ambiguous citation records inserted into a disambiguated DL. We conclude this second part by presenting SyGAR [6] , a tool for generating synthetic collections that allows the simulation of several realistic scenarios to support the evaluation of disambiguation methods.
PROPOSED TAXONOMY
In [7] , we proposed a hierarchical taxonomy for grouping the most representative automatic author name disambiguation methods found in the literature. According to our taxonomy, the methods may be classified following the main type of exploited approach: author grouping [3, 9, 11, 12, 14, 13, 16, 17] , which tries to group the references to the same author using some type of similarity among reference attributes, or author assignment [1, 4, 8, 10, 15, 18] , which aims at directly assigning the references to their respective authors. Alternatively, the methods may be grouped according to the evidence explored in the disambiguation task: the citation attributes (only), web information, or implicit data that can be extracted from the available information.
OVERVIEW OF THE METHODS
In this tutorial, we present an overview of our three most representative methods [5] , namely, HHC -Heuristic-based Hierarchical Clustering, SAND -Self-training Associative Name Disambiguator and INDi -Incremental unsupervised Name Disambiguation.
HHC [3] is based on a general heuristic that considers two real-world assumptions: (1) very rarely two authors with similar names and sharing a common co-author are two different persons in the real world and (2) authors tend to publish in the same subjects and publication venues for a considerable portion of their careers. HHC works in two steps. In the first step, it groups citation records with similar author names into clusters based on the coauthorship relations existing among the records. Then, in the second step, it fuses the initially created clusters based on the similarity of their work or publication venue titles. This process continues until no more clusters can be fused. The final result is a list of clusters with their respective citation records.
SAND [9, 8] is a self-training method that divides the disambiguation task in three steps.
Step 1 (author grouping) aims to automatically create pure clusters of citation records. SAND obtains pure clusters by exploiting coauthorship relations among the records. SAND considers that a citation record and a cluster share co-authors if both have at least one similar co-author name whose last name is not popular (i.e., it is not a common last name) or if they have at least two similar co-author names (popular or not).
Step 2 (cluster selection) aims to select, from clusters produced by
Step 1, the ones belonging to distinct authors for composing the training data used by Step 3. We select the dissimilar clusters with the largest number of citation records. The citation records from these selected clusters are inserted into the training data D, along with the author label of the corresponding cluster.
Step 3 (author assignment) uses the set of examples D to produce a disambiguation function for predicting the correct author of the unselected clusters, based on a lazy associative classifier [19] . SAND detects authors without a representative cluster in the training data D and includes them in D. It also increases the coverage of D by exploiting reliable predictions.
INDi [2] is an incremental author name disambiguation method aimed at determining the authors of new citation records as they get added to a DL. As such, it need not be applied to the whole DL at once to disambiguate it, thus preserving eventual manual corrections previously done. INDi includes specific heuristics to check whether author names of new citation records refer to pre-existing authors in the DL or to new ones (authors with no citation records in the DL). These heuristics are meant to disambiguate new citation records by prioritizing the assignment of such records to the correct author instead of assigning the doubtful record to an existing author with a probability of error. INDi attempts to disambiguate the new citation records by looking for an existing author whose records in the DL include a similar author name, at least one common co-author, and similar work or publication venue titles. For cases in which the new citation record does not include co-authors or all existing records in a group of an existing similar author do not include any co-authors, it does not perform the co-author check, but raises similarity thresholds for publication venue and work title. When this checking procedure fails, the citation record is considered as belonging to a new author.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Author name ambiguity is a hard problem that affects the quality of services and content in DLs. Thus, at the end of this tutorial, we expect the participants will have understood the challenges of this problem and learned about some of the existing solutions.
